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MULTIWARE PLATFORM: SOME ISSUES ABOUT THEMIDDLEWARE LAYEREdmundo Roberto Mauro MadeiraUnicamp-IMECC-DCC13081-970 Campinas SP - Brazile-mail: edmundo@dcc.unicamp.brAbstractThis paper presents the conceptual and implementation models to the MiddlewareLayer of the Multiware Platform that is under development at UNICAMP - Universityof Campinas, Brazil. This platform combines ideas from both the RM-ODP (ReferenceModel for Open Distributed Processing) and existent products, like ANSAware andCORBA (CommonObject Request Broker Architecture). The platform o�ers function-alities to support and facilitate the development, use and management of cooperativeapplications, like group decision support systems for GIS (Geographical InformationSystems).Keywords: Open Distributed Processing, Middleware, CORBA, GIS, NetworkCommunication.1 INTRODUCTIONThe advances in the communication technology with high transmission rates together withthe future (and present) needs of the users for integration and cooperative work stimulatedthe development of open service environments. The standards proposed by the ISO (In-ternational Organization for Standardization) for Open Distributed Processing (ODP)[1]consider this need of development.Several consortia of companies are working in these environments, although not exactlyadopting the concepts of RM-ODP/ISO (Reference Model for ODP). The Open SoftwareFoundation (OSF) produced the DCE (Distributed Computing Environment) [2], and theObject Management Group (OMG) consortium produced the CORBA (Common ObjectRequest Broker Architecture) speci�cations [3].The development of the Multiware Platform aims to combine in a unique platform thesupport for cooperative work in an Open Services Environment. To reach this purpose,the Multiware Platform was designed considering a strati�ed composition of commercialproducts and functional blocks developed within the project. An example of application tothis platform is the GIS(Geographical Information System)-based group decision supportsystem, where decision makers need to generate, evaluate and illustrate alternative scenariosto come to a consensus [4].
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The Basic Software/Hardware is composed of an operating system (eventually builtabove a microkernel), communication protocols, and so on. This layer provides no dis-tributed system support.The Middleware layer is responsible for providing distributed processing facilities tothe Groupware layer and to the applications. The Middleware layer is composed of twosublayers:� Multimedia Processing sublayer: allows the exchange of real-time multimedia infor-mation with a speci�ed quality of service;



� ODP sublayer: is composed of two levels:{ Commercial Distributed Systems: like ANSAware, ORB, and DCE;{ ODP-level: aggregates ODP functionalities to the commercial distributed sys-tems.The Groupware layer provides the functionalities demanded by di�erent classes of ap-plication, like CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)(for example, GIS-basedgroup decision support systems), Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence (DAI), among others.Typical services supported by this layer are: dialog management, interaction protocols andhandling of multimedia documents. Currently only the CSCW support is considered.The testbed is composed of multimedia-workstations interconnected by an FDDI net-work.3 MIDDLEWARE LAYER: THE ODP SUBLAYERThe ODP Sublayer, in the Middleware layer, is responsible for providing the infrastructurefor open distributed processing to the applications, independently of the underlying basicsoftware.3.1 The Framework of the ODP SublayerThe proposed model for this sublayer (Figure 2) has two levels: a lower level composedof commercially available distributed systems (ANSA, DCE and ORB) and an upper levelthat o�ers ODP services de�ned in the RM-ODP/ISO [5].The ODP Level is composed of three sublevels:� ODP Management sublevel;� Transparency/Security sublevel;� ODP Support sublevel.Using the concepts of the Engineering Viewpoint from the ODP speci�cation, the �rstsublevel o�ers the basic management services, allowing the use of BEOs - Basic EngineeringObjects (that constitute the ODP applications), Clusters (units of activation, deactivationand migration) and Capsules (units of resource allocation) [6]. Each node (unit of resourceindependence that de�nes a resource management domain) has a nucleus and can supportone or more capsules, while a capsule can have one or more clusters. A cluster is composed ofBEOs that communicate among themselves directly or through channels (BEOs belongingto di�erent clusters).A distributed application is located in several capsules in di�erent nodes. The appli-cation part that belongs to a capsule can be split in clusters depending on whether thesesubparts can migrate, be deactivated and be reactivated individually. A cluster enclosesthe BEOs that are the processes (and/or threads) of the application.
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The ODP Management is supported by the repository functions de�ned in the ODPspeci�cation. The second sublevel o�ers the transparencies and the security functions ofthe ODP speci�cation, and the last sublevel provides the ODP functionalities to the appli-cations. The functional blocks of the ODP support sublevel are:� Application Support: provides the basic functionalities of an open service platform,such as the de�nition and instantiation of the objects (BEOs) (processes) that composethe applications and how these objects are structured in subsystems, the de�nitionof desirable transparency and security requirements, and the establishment of thenecessary interactions (binding) among these objects;� Trading: o�ers the service negotiation between servers (exporters) and clients (im-porters). Examples of services are: to export a service, to search for a service type,to select the best service according to parameters, among others;� Group Support: provides cooperation support among members of a group, as forinstance, the transmission of a client invocation to the appropriate server members ofthe group, and the guarantee of sending invocations to group members in a determinedorder;� Transaction Support: ensures that a transactional operation invocation has the re-quired ACID properties.



3.2 The Implementation of the ODP SublayerIn the current implementation, CORBA is used as the basic infrastructure. In the ORBarchitecture, a client requests an operation of an object implementation through a stub (ifthe client knows the object implementation in the compilation time) or through a dynamicinvocation interface (if the client only knows the object implementation in the executiontime). The ORB has all the mechanisms to �nd the object implementation and to interactwith it. The ORB provides the access, location and relocation transparencies.Object services, common facilities and application objects can be put upon an ORB.The object services constitute a set of services (interfaces and objects) that provides thebasic functions to use and to implement objects. The common facilities form a set of servicesthat o�ers useful functions to several applications, and the application objects are speci�cobjects of the end user application.The reasons for the choice of the ORB are: ORB is a simple platform, it covers themain concepts proposed by the ODP speci�cation, and it allows adding of new objects withODP functionalities.The object services o�er only some ODP functionalities and support only some ODPtransparencies [7]. In this project, the ODP functionalities and transparencies obtainedfrom the object services are initially used, and these functionalities and transparencies arecompleted with new objects that are being developed in the project, to compose the ODPLevel.Some objects are de�ned to implement the Management and Transparency Sublevels.Initially the ODP Level has the access, location, and relocation transparencies and somemanagement and repository functions (Figure 3)..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 3 - Objects belonging to the Managementand Transparency Sublevels



Interface Repository:The interface repository makes a consistent store of interfaces de�nitions. The ORBcan access the interface repository by two ways. In the �rst way, the ORB obtains accessby the stub routines, and in the second way by the DII (Dynamic Invocation Interface).To reduce the problems of access to the interface repository, a framework of access tothe interface repository was created. This scheme has two objects (access and repository),two data bases (�les) (access �le and interface repository), and a memory cache. The goalof the access object is to direct the requests from ORB to the correct interface repository,searching for additional information about the location where the required information isstored. The repository object has the function to get the information from the interfacerepository. The access �le has all information about identi�ers of interfaces types, addressesand identi�ers of interfaces repositories. This �le enables the access object to obtain theinformation required in the repository object. The memory cache has all information aboutthe scope of one speci�c machine in the ORB environment.The advantages using this framework of access to the interface repository are: theframework has one access object for each ORB environment, concentrating all requestsfrom the ORB to send to the correct repository object; the framework can support morethan one repository object in the ORB environment; and the framework uses a memorycache to reduce the time to search the information in the interface repository.Implementation Repository:The Implementation Repository contains the necessary information that enables theORB to locate and to activate the object implementations.Interoperability:Interoperability as de�ned in [8] is the ability for a client on ORB A to invoke anOMG IDL (Interface Description Language) de�ned operation on an object on ORB B,where ORB A and ORB B are independently developed. Interoperability thus extendsdistribution transparency (currently access and location) to multiple ORB environmentsand the interoperability, by itself, is to be transparent.In order to pass a request between ORB domains, it is necessary to translate the ObjectReference (which uniquely identi�es a requested object within an ORB and has an ORB-speci�c implementation) to a form that can be understood by the target ORB.The idea is to use a Gateway, placed between the ORBs, that will translate the objectreference of one ORB for a neutral representation and to other ORB's object referencerepresentation. A table can make the mapping between both object references. Each ORBhas to provide the gateway with the object references that will be available to be used byanother ORB.It is also necessary to introduce some way to deliver requests from an ORB to an ObjectImplementation (that implements proxy objects that use the translated object reference)because their types are not known at compilation time. We will achieve this throughextending CORBA to support the dynamic interpretation of the requests [4].



Although, in order to get it, both ORBs need to agree on the types of their interfacesand the operation identi�ers. This issue can be solved by providing some kind of agreementbetween their Interface Repositories (initially the new types will be assumed as being regis-tered in the same form in both ORB's repositories). To deal with operations a new objectis introduced to map the operations between ORBs.Relocation:Firstly, it is important to emphasize that our relocation concept deals only with themoving of objects when they are not interacting.In order to provide this transparency we introduce a Relocator. This object will be ableto store the new address from moving objects. It will consist in a table mapping old to newaddresses and being used when the searched object is not found on the original address.Dealing with the same ORB, this ORB does not have to worry about its relationships.Being necessary to cross ORBs' domains the gateways services are introduced to storerelocated objects addresses (it will be very useful later for the garbage collection). At thissituation, it is possible to map directly the original address from the object to the gatewayaddress on the Relocator. The request will be switched for the Relocator and then for thegateway that will do the redirection to the other ORB.When there are di�erent ORBs, the problem of the relocated object that does not knowhow to interact with the old relationships, that have stayed on the original ORB, emerges.The proposed solution was to use the object called Relationship which will contain for eachORB object all the other objects related. After that, it is enough to make the relatedobjects available at the gateway.ODP Management:The executable unit of the prototype is the basic engineering object that is mapped in anUnix process. The basic modules of the prototype are the follows: the Node Managementis provided by the nucleus, that performs the creation of capsules, and by the interfacereference manager that provides an unique identi�er to the objects of the model in a setof nodes; the Capsule Manager carries out the creation, reactivation and recuperation ofthe clusters, and performs checkpoint, deactivation and termination of the capsules; andthe Cluster Manager performs the creation of the basic engineering objects and providescheckpoint, deactivation and termination of the clusters.In addition, one module (part of the nucleus) is implemented to handle the interfacereferences to the object identi�ers, allowing the establishment of the dynamic channelsamong objects.Other objects are de�ned to implement the ODP Support Sublevel (Figure 4). TheApplication Support Object performs the high level functions of the application supportblock discussed in the section 3.1. This object requests services from the presented objectsto carry out its high level functions. The Transaction Support object is not speci�ed yet.Group Support:
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Figure 4 - Objects belonging to the ODP SublayerIn the proposed model, groups are closed, in the sense that only members of the groupcan participate in the interactions within it. Interactions between group members takesplace in a way such that each member can send messages to a speci�ed subset of the groupmembers, not necessarily to everyone. Each group member has associated a set of roles thatrepresent the functions the member plays in the context of the group application. Rolesare used for addressing and authorization purposes. The behavior of a group as a wholeis prescribed by a set of group policies that impose rules to the execution of each groupservice.The implementation of the group support services is structured in such a way thatalmost all functionalities are distributed across the system. Only functions that requireglobal coordination are placed in a centralized element, called the group coordinator. Thedistributed functions are replicated in objects called local group objects that are locatednear each group member for e�ciency. For each group, there is one and only one activecoordinator, while the local group objects are associated with all groups the user is amember. Interactions between group members are mediated by these objects. When globalordering or any sort of global coordination is required, the interaction goes through the groupcoordinator. When there are real time requirements such as in multimedia informationexchange, interactions takes place through communication channels, which are establishedand controlled by the group support, but provided by the Multimedia Processing sublayer.The services of the Group Support object are: Group Creation: makes a new group basedon a list of potential members (which are consulted for participation) and their roles. A setof policies is associated with the group; Group Finishing: terminates the speci�ed group,using a mechanism determined by the �nishing mode; Join Group: integrates a new user tothe group, giving it the needed context information to interact in the group; Leave Group:extracts the speci�ed user from the group with a noti�cation to the other group members;Message Distribution: multicasts a message to a speci�ed subset of the group members.The messages may or may not be subject to the ordering of events in the group; ChannelCreation and Maintenance: causes the establishment of a communication channel linking



a subset of the group members, allowing immediate information exchange between them;Policy Change: changes the group policy for the speci�ed service, altering its behavior;Role Change: allows a user to change the role(s) of a given member of the group. The rolescan be replaced, added or removed; Authorization Change: allows a user to change the setof authorizations related to the speci�ed service. This can impose certain restrictions onthe access of the service; Event Ordering: imposes a global order to the events within thegroup. It is an internal service, not present in the service interface; Response Collation:performs the collation of the various related responses caused by a previous multicast. Thecollation is made according to a speci�ed mechanism and allows the user to receive a singleresponse; and Failure Detection and Recovery: detects the failures of the underlying systemthat supports a group member or the group coordinator, and initiates a recovery action.In the geographical applications, this object is fundamental to de�ne groups of decisionmakers that observe, manipulate and evaluate alternative scenarios in the group decisionsupport systems.Trading:In this project, a trader was built. This trader supports federated operations, besidesthe normal operations. Every trader has an administrator that decides about the creation offederations, and proposes and evaluates contracts. The operations of the prototype of thisobject are [9]: common operation interface: search, export, withdraw, list o�er details; typerepository interface: add service type, display repository; context management interface:authorize, create context, delete context; federation contract interface: distribute catalogue,request catalogue, establish federation, exchange contract; and administrator interface: send-catalogue, request catalogue, evaluate contract.In the geographical applications, this object is important because it can register theservices used by the decision makers to create possible scenarios.There is another object, called Multimedia Support Object (related to the MultimediaProcessing Sublayer) in the Middleware Layer that o�ers services both to the applicationsand to the ODP Sublayer. The Group Support Object requires resources (for example,multimedia channels) from this object.4 CONCLUSIONIn spite of the di�erences between ODP and ORB concepts, their combination in the Mul-tiware Platform is very fruitful. The RM-ODP model is a framework for the conceptualphase of functional speci�cations, and the OMG-CORBA is already an implementationmodel with products in the market.The development of a Trader and a basic protocol between the Trader and its Adminis-trator (to establish federations with exchange of contracts that contain service o�ers) werevery important to allow interworking in the open service environments.The Groupware layer (for example, a GIS-based group decision support system) usesthe communication functionalities o�ered by the group support object in the ODP Support
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